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As seen from Figure 1, in 2007 NSN GIM started with 50 users who brought 70 
innovative ideas. In 2008 GIM NSN already attracted 200 internal users with 
400 ideas having five innovative champions altogether. The developments of 
GIM NSN activities shows stable dynamics resulting in 5,000 users for 2009, 
9,000 users in 2010 and already 17,000 user-employees in 2011. The numbers of 
innovation is growing accordingly bringing in 2009 already 2,000 ideas, 3,200 
ideas in 2010 with 4,300 in 2011. Revenue results support the effectiveness of 
GIM for NSN providing 20 million euro in 2008, 170 million euro in 2009, 270 
million euro in 2010 and 500 million euro in 2011.  
GIM NSN has steadily grown from being an outside-in to inside-out community 
enhancement platform. In 2012 GIM has attracted more than 20,000 users, 
initiated 80 innovation campaigns, opened 6 think tanks, and brainstormed more 
than 5,000 innovation ideas.  
To illustrate our findings further we refer here to one of the notions of GIM 
NSN which ‘innovation campaign’, for example. As explained by one of the 
interviewees innovation campaigns are important because NSN “experience 
showed us that only to setup up an Innovation Funnel and just waiting for Idea 
is not enough. To get and drive ideas we actively do Campaigns to support NSN 
strategic goals”. NSN innovation campaign implies certain structure, namely it 
has: Idea Races for special topics / regions / sites; Idea Competitions with 
winners; Workshops for products / solutions /  
  services; and Other Events (e.g. Innovation Forum /  
 Innovation Day). Anyone outside the company who is interested to join a GIM 
NSN Campaign can check current campaigns to follow or is welcomed to launch 
his/her own campaign submitting a request. Some campaigns are certainly 
limited to certain organization’s topics, but others are open for everybody. 
GIM NSN Innovation Campaigns are structured in terms of roles and, for 
instance, have: (i) Campaign Stakeholder(s) who are high management 
supporters and get listed to show management attention with no further function 
in the tool; (ii) Campaign Moderator(s) who are initiators of the campaign, they 
get notification if an idea was sent to the campaign; assign ideas of the 
campaign to idea channels (funnel) 
(if it‘s not done by the user); (iii) Idea Manager(s) whose role is to drive the 
ideas forward, setup community discussion on each idea, get notification if idea 
was assigned to his / her idea channel and track the status of the idea e.g. 
implementation or assessment.  
GIM NSN tool allows managing open innovation ideas from the following 
administrative notions: ‘concept created’, ‘clarified’, ‘order placed’, and 
‘implementation’.  Open innovation ideas of GIM NSN are managed through 
the following internal stages of company’s innovation processes: ‘define focus 
areas’, ‘assessment scheme (T2B)’, ‘technology funnel structure’, ‘campaign 
design’, and ‘focal point interface’.  
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This study contributes to the existing literature on managing innovation in the open 
communication context (Tidd & Bessant, 2009; Veugelers, 1997; Ball and Rigby, 2006; 
Chesbrough, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2006; Chesbrough et al., 2002, 2006; Gassmann, 2006; 
Laurse and Salter, 2006) by describing in detail the ‘Global Innovation Mall’ platform 
introduced by NSN as a tool to foster open innovation in a global company. In the paper 
we describe the platform in regard to its development states, technical structure, 
innovation management, incomes and outcomes, roles and people, results and potential 
future growth. 
 
The study has both academic and policy-making relevance. From the academic 
perspective the research identifies the data on how can a global company keep innovation 
frontier going using the open innovation platform created by one of the leaders in global 
communication. For policy-makers, this paper is a report on existing practices and 
positive experience in innovation leadership at a global company level. Additionally for 
practitioners, the study shows how to create profitable innovation growth in harmony 
with open communication and good corporate citizenship.  
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